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Bees Their Vision Chemical Senses
Light senses. Vision is used by animals to determine the layout of their surroundings, and thus this sense is particularly important for locomotion. In animals with eyes that have good resolution, vision can be used to identify objects from their geometric appearance; however, this requires a sophisticated brain of the kind found in vertebrates, cephalopod mollusks such as octopus, and higher...

Senses | Britannica.com
The Austrian zoologist Karl von Frisch began the exploration of color vision in honey bees when, in 1919, he asked whether or not bees have color vision. He performed an elegant experiment that showed not only that the bees could discriminate colors but that they demonstrated associative learning. He first trained his bees to feed from a small dish filled with a nectar-like sugar water.

Bee learning and communication - Wikipedia

Amazing Animal Senses - University of Washington
A sense is a physiological capacity of organisms that provides data for perception. The senses and their operation, classification, and theory are overlapping topics studied by a variety of fields, most notably neuroscience, cognitive psychology (or cognitive science), and philosophy of perception. The nervous system has a specific sensory nervous system, and a sense organ, or sensor, dedicated...

Sense - Wikipedia
Chemoreception - Chemical defense: The best-known example of a vertebrate that uses odour for defense is the North American skunk. When threatened, skunks perform a visual warning. However, if this fails to deter a potential attacker, they produce an odorous spray from anal glands that are located on each side of the anus. The secretion contains several major and minor components that vary...

Chemoreception - Chemical defense | Britannica.com
Read the latest stories from National Geographic's Great Energy Challenge

Great Energy Challenge - nationalgeographic.com
Today I found out humans have a lot more than five senses. It turns out, there are at least nine senses and most researchers think there are more like twenty-one or so. Just for reference, the commonly held definition of a “sense” is “any system that consists of a group of sensory cell types that respond to a specific physical phenomenon and that corresponds to a particular group of...

Humans Have a Lot More Than Five Senses - Today I Found Out
But, all of this doesn't compare with the Dodder plant. Dodder not only uses taste, smell, movement and touch to manipulate other plants, but is, also, able to hijack all of their genes. The remarkable Dodder plant might be the most intelligent plant.

Is the Dodder the Most Intelligent Plant - Jon Lief, M.D.
2. THE WORKING OF THE SEX IMPULSE. Man wishes to have children to maintain the race or line. This is the reproductive instinct. The desire to copulate proceeds from this sexual instinct.

Practice of Brahmacharya - The Divine Life Society
A change in seasons can mean it’s time to take the sweaters out of the back of your closet, plant your garden, or—if you’re a panda—remake your gut microbiome. Scientists have found that...

Panda Gut Microbes Change with the Seasons - Inkmash
Scientists may have found a way to generate environmentally friendly paper from poop—cow and elephant poop that is. Although this may seem strange and unconventional, this poo-per actually ...

**Sustainable Paper, Brought to You by Elephant Dung**

20 Things You Didn't Know About... Light The first light in the universe, the light used to push spacecraft, and the light produced by kicking the head of a walrus.

**20 Things You Didn't Know About... Light ...**

Our sense of smell is ancient in its evolution and powerful in its emotion. Are there good smells and bad smells? A Brown University psychology professor who became enchanted with the smell of skunk as a little girl mounts a compelling argument that nothing smells great, and nothing stinks, but experience makes it so. Is that root beer or stinky lineament?

**Ah, Sweet Skunk! Why We Like or Dislike What We Smell**

Roughly 8 million years ago, some apes stood up and started human evolution. Okay, that’s not really what happened. But it is a fair characterization of the way scientists identify the oldest fossils likely to be human ancestors.

**Discover Magazine: The latest in science and technology ...**

Butterflies. Mark Brandon/Shutterstock. Although butterflies have long, tube-like tongues called proboscises they unfurl so they can suck in flower nectar, their ability to taste does not come from ...

**Animal Facts About the Most Interesting Creatures | Reader ...**

Learning and memory depend upon neuroplasticity in the connections of brain circuits. Recent studies show much greater complexity in neuroplasticity than just changes occurring in single synapses. Rather, changes appear to occur in large distributed networks throughout the brain.

Because of the ...

**Neuroplasticity Learning and Brain Circuits - Jon Lieff, M.D.**

In 1655, Christiaan Huygens discovered 'Titan,' Saturn's largest moon, and that what Galileo had thought were moons were actually rings. He was the first to note markings on Mars. He also applied Galileo's idea that a falling body does so in a straight line to planetary orbits, calculating "the radial force necessary to keep a planet in a circular path [is] mv ² /r, where m is the mass, v the ...

**Science Timeline**

China’s place as the next leader in space exploration continues, with engineers now working on graphene solar sails to travel great distances.

**Chinese engineers working on graphene solar sails to ...**

Delegation strategies for the NCLEX, Prioritization for the NCLEX, Infection Control for the NCLEX, FREE resources for the NCLEX, FREE NCLEX Quizzes for the NCLEX, FREE NCLEX exams for the NCLEX, Failed the NCLEX - Help is here

**Comprehensive NCLEX Questions Most Like The NCLEX**

Publishers’ Note . To everyone striving for success in life, the invariable stumbling block proves to be the turbulent vagaries of the mind. An undisciplined mind makes a man slave and wrecks his life.
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